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CAVE DIVER TRAINING GENERAL RULES
In Accordance with applicable law in Hungary and the MBSZ (Hungarian Divers' Federation) Diving Standards and Cave Diving
Standards. All students and instructors have to comply these and the general rules of diving in the Molnar Janos Cave.

Requirements for Students
Valid medical, adequate physical skills, medical and mental fitness.
Valid cave diving Insurance (az least DAN Silver or equivalent).
They have to comply to all the necessary prerequisites of the specific course (certifications, logged dives).
They need to have all the neccessary equipments for the specific course (owned or rented).

Requirements for Instructors
Valid medical, adequate physical skills, medical and mental fitness.
Valid cave diving instructor Insurance (az least DAN Pro Bronze or equivalent).
The instructor have to declare the type of course (eg. GUE Cave 1).
The instructor needs to have a valid instructor certification for the specific course (eg. GUE Cave 1 Instructor).
The instructor have to comply the applicable Hungarian law.
The instructor have to strictly comply the specific course's standards (eg. GUE Standards and Procedures Manual).
In the cave it's FORBIDDEN to endanger any students.
The instructor have to declare the minimum dives of the specific course, the planned dive time and depth. If they would need any
rental equipments or filling of any kind of breathing gas for the course they have to ask them well in advance.
They should inform the Molnar Janos Diving Center about the planned underwater skill sessions and the diving center will decide
about the most suitable part of the cave for the specific training dive. The instructor have to execute the training dives in the
assigned area.
The instructor can lead the dive in the cave if he or she has the necessary knowledge of the cave or the Molnar Janos Cave Diving
Center can assign a dive guide for the group.
For this the instructor needs to provide these information with his or her certification:
Name
Place and Date of Birth
Address
Mother's Name

What the Molnar Janos Cave Diving Center can provide for the course
For the class sessions
Lecture room, projector, computer, unlimited drinking water, coffee and tea
For the training dives
More information in the appendix.
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